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“ Your task is not to seek for love, but merely to seek and find all the barriers within yourself that you have built against it. ” ― Rumi
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She had only seen him twice before, but he visited her in her fantasies. Strong, powerful, self-assured and supremely masculine, he was everything she could possibly want in a man. Every woman on her floor dreamed of being with him. But why would he want
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Kathryn is just an ordinary young woman, trapped in a dead end job waiting tables at a low-rent strip club, saddled with college debt and a useless bachelor's degree in philosophy. When a sleazy acquaintance from her past comes back into the picture Kathr
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High in the mountains above a remote ski resort, Aylen and Emily peer through their binoculars at the distant wolf pack. Why are they not mating? What scent have they caught on the wind? Why do these wolves seem... different?It won't be long before they d
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They make their own rules. They obey no one and they have no interest in allowing a woman to change them. They are the men you've always been warned about. They certainly have no interest in love or relationships, but they do want to control you - body an
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Everything is going great for Madison Moriarty. She's got nice parents, good friends, and she's headed to UCLA at the end of the summer, the first step on an exciting journey towards becoming a world famous author just like her late father.OK, so she may
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ATTENTION READERS!The follow up to Hung is now available! Come: a Forbidden Romance is just as ridiculously over-the-top filthy as Hung!Come see me on Facebook, and add me as a friend while you're there! WARNING: YOU SHOULDN'T BUY THIS BOOK.This book is t
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and began to dial 911. Her unrequited love had changed her from a sane, conscientious college teacher  ...
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." The critical energies in the book come from Chicana/o and queer studies. Contreras views unrequited love  ...
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) is characterized by the craving for sexual  'What's the use of the unrequited love?'  ...
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Unrequited emily shaffer  ...
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Unrequited: The devil's heart. Nikita Kerkmez had always been in love with Yto Consunji. She had  ...
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. Contreras views unrequited love as a utopian space of possibility and transformation. The discussion  ...
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, and. 'What's the use of the unrequited love?'  ...
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The Unrequited Dom Faulkner Carolyn  ...
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(if they are truly secret) are unlikely to  The influence of actual and unrequited interventions The influence  ...
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of Unrequited Dreams NS19-2.vp Irene  ...
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 Ask yourself: If I were to give one piece of advice to a newborn child, what would it be? Next
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